In the birthing of your body, your primary essence which is Love, plays a major part and this primary essence is stored in your heart
area and it is shaped like a four leaf clover. This represents the accumulated wisdom you have brought forth.
The baby while in the fetus receives spiritual energy from the Moon, Earth Spirit, it’s Guides and God and Goddess of Light. The
fetus is preparing to swim out of the birth canal and it prepares itself for this through receiving these energies, instituting and storing
it, processing and planting the seeds on the ether plane for its intended goals and purposes after being born.
These energies acts as a foundational platform on which the Body Spirit draws forth for instituting and opening the certain codes and
frequencies on which life can be built like taking the first step to walk, to open and release certain hormones at certain times of
growth cycle. The above mentioned four energies are tied into the love frequency of your heart and you can awaken to these energies
by directing your attention to the heart area calling forth these four energies to be fully activated.
What does it mean on a physical level? From the stored energy, human beings utilize less than 1/3rd. The remaining energies lays
dormant and at the end of your life cycle, is returned to earth for recycle once again. So you have a vast reserve of untapped and
unused energy. While focusing on the heart area and the four leaf shaped Clover Leaf, ask for the Four Keys Of Life . And with these

keys, see yourself opening the secret chamber of your heart and opening the golden vaults to reclaim what you have stored. Every
human being has these inbuilt vaults in them. All the energies you need to support your life is in this vault.
Practice going to this vault regularly and you will open a pathway to higher knowing and in creating a benevolent life.
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